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Abstract
Part-of-speech tagging is a fundamental task of natural language processing. For languages
with a very rich agglutinating morphology, generic PoS tagging algorithms do not yield very
high accuracy due to data sparseness issues. Though integrating a morphological analyzer can
efficiently solve this problem, this is a resource-intensive solution. In this paper we show a
method of combining language independent statistical solutions – including a statistical machine
translation tool – of PoS-tagging to effectively boost tagging accuracy. Our experiments show
that, using the same training set, our combination of language independent tools yield an accuracy
that approaches that of a language dependent system with an integrated morphological analyzer.
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1 Introduction
Part-of-speech tagging is one of the basic and most studied tasks of computational linguistics.
There are several freely available language independent solutions which are usually based
on statistical methods. The robust and accurate operation of these tools is crucial, since
they are usually one of the first components of any linguistic processing chain. Thus errors
propagating from this level affect the result of systems performing more complex language
processing tasks.
In our present work, we describe a method of combining two independent tools: the
HMM-based PurePos [14] and the HuLaPos PoS tagger [12] based on the Moses decoder [11].
Deeper investigation of incorrectly classified words has reflected that the overlap between
the errors made by each of these systems is very small. Inspired by this observation, we
experimented with possibilities of combining the knowledge of these systems. We prove that
using the combination of the two language independent systems yields a better result than
using a simple majority voting of three tools by extending the investigation to a third system
as well. Our results also show that for Hungarian, the tagging accuracy of the presented
language independent method approaches that of the augmented version of PurePos that
employs a language dependent morphological analyzer.
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2 Tools
In this article, we explore ways of combining the following tools:
1. PurePos is an open source hybrid system for full morphological disambiguation: it is
capable of not just selecting the most probable tag for a token, but assigning a lemma as
well. It is based on hidden Markov models, but it can use an integrated morphological
analyzer module as well to tag unseen words and to assign lemmas. The tool is based on
algorithms described by Brants [3] and Halácsy [9], but what distinguishes it from them
is the complete integration of a morphological analyzer. Its extremely short training
time is due to the usage of a simple smoothed trigram model while some tweaks in the
implementation result in a high precision. It is implemented in Java, thus it can be easily
extended and is portable. Integration of a morphology results in a further boost in its
PoS tagging accuracy and also makes lemmatization possible.
2. HuLaPos: is a morphological annotation tool based on an SMT decoder(HuLaPos [12]).
It is possible to create a near state-of-the-art system that we created with minimal
preprocessing and – compared to corpus sizes needed for SMT – a relatively small training
set. Another advantage of the SMT translation process applied for PoS tagging is that it
is able to consider the context of a word in both directions. Its only weakness is that it is
not capable of tagging out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words not represented in the training
corpus. However with smoothing based on the distribution of rare words, the error rate
of tagging of OOV words was decreased.
3. OpenNLP: In our experiments, we also used the maximum entropy and perceptron
learning algorithms implemented in the OpenNLP toolkit1 [2]. These are very popular
annotation methods, since the feature sets used for training can be easily adapted for
new tasks. However the main drawback of these algorithms is that their training time is
extremely high compared to HMM based models. They were employed in our tests with
their default feature set.
We have seen in the case of the PurePos system that morphological knowledge is very useful,
especially in the case of agglutinating languages (such as Hungarian), but a morphological
analyzer is often not available and it is very time consuming to build one and it requires the
involvement of expert linguists.
3 Motivation for Tagger Combination
We investigated the tagging performance (table 1) and errors (figure 1) of the above described
four systems and found, that though the accuracy of PurePos is higher relative to the others,
its errors overlap only slightly with those of the HuLaPos system. There are also cases where
words mistagged by PurePos and HuLaPos are correctly tagged by one of the two modules
of OpenNLP. However, the error sets of the maxent and perceptron learning algorithms are
very similar to each other.
We performed our experiments on a modified version of the Hungarian Szeged Corpus [6],
in which PoS annotation was automatically converted to morphosyntactic tags used by the
Hungarian HuMor morphological analyzer [13, 15]. It was done for the purpose of comparing
our results with an available state-of-the-art hybrid disambiguator. The taggers described
above use the same rich tagset that is available in the training corpus and provided by the
1 Henceforward PE denotes the preceptron learning method while ME denotes the maximum entropy
learning method of the toolkit.
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analyzer. In the case of the training data this amounts to more than a thousand different
tags. 10% of the corpus was separated for testing and another 10% of the corpus is used for
development and tuning purposes. Each set contains about 7100 sentences, while the rest,
about 57000 sentences, were used for training of the systems.
Figure 1 Comparing the most frequent errors of PurePos and HuLaPos.
Performing a deep error analysis, we collected the most frequent error types that together
represent 30% of all errors of each tool. From figure 1. one can conclude, that there are
some error types, that are specific to PurePos. These are the following: mistagging of
demonstrative pronouns as definite articles (az[N|Pro] ‘that’ vs. az[Det] ‘the’) and the
numeral egy[Q] ‘one’ as the indefinite article egy[Det] ‘a’). There is a significant difference
between the performance of tagging past participles ([V][PartPrf]): these are mistagged
as simple past verb forms ([V][Past.S3]) by PurePos more often than by HuLaPos.
On the other hand, the SMT system very often assigns wrong tags to word forms not seen
in the training set while it performs better for words that were seen. Besides, some typical
errors of HuLaPos are the following: mistagging adjectives ([Adj]) as nouns ([N]) and
assigning a nominative noun tag ([N]) to verbs ([V][S3]) and accusative nouns ([N][ACC]).
While there are some cases where the perceptron learning method could guess the right
label while both HuLaPos and PurePos missed it (such as the verbal tag [V][Past.S3]),
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Figure 2 Comparing the ME and PE methods error rate.
its overall tagging precision is significantly lower. Moreover, comparing the ME and PE
methods (see figure 2) we can conclude that their errors are mostly overlapping. This is due
to the fact that both their feature sets and the decoding algorithm are the same, only the
training algorithm differs.
Table 2 The maximal knowledge of tagger combinations.
Name Precision
Max2: PurePos + HuLaPos 98.84%
Max3: PurePos + HuLaPos + PE 99.21%
Max4: PurePos + HuLaPos + PE + ME 99.27%
Hypothetical maximum Relying on the above error analysis we can calculate what
performance a hypothetical combination algorithm could reach that always succeeds in
selecting the best of all tags proposed by the taggers to be combined. This oracle tagger
was simulated by presuming that one could always decide which tagger to trust. Thus the
combination of two (Max2), three (Max4) or four (Max4) tools may perform significantly
better than each of the individual ones, if one manages to combine them right. The ideal
combined tagger that could aggregate the knowledge of the PurePos, HuLaPos and the PE
systems, could lower the error rate of the best one with almost 66% percent. One that
combines the best two: PurePos and HuLaPos only, could also achieve an almost of 46%
error rate reduction. While mining the knowledge of all four systems could in theory result
in the best tagger, since the two methods derived from OpenNLP highly correlate, we skip
the poorly performing maxent tagger in this investigation.
In the rest of this paper, we focus only on the combination of the two or three best
performing systems.
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4 Tagger Combinations
The task of combining several classification systems is traditionally composed of two subtasks.
First, one has to select the appropriate features that may be used, then one must select an
appropriate combining algorithm. (In data mining, this procedure is commonly referred to
as stacking learners.) Although part-of-speech tagging is a classification task [16], where the
tagger assigns the most probable tag to each token in the sentence, it is not done in a token by
token manner, rather sentence by sentence. Consequently, the individual tagging events are
not independent. Most of the statistical tagging algorithms heavily rely on this fact: finding
the most probable tag sequence for the sentence instead of individually disambiguating the
morphological class of each token [14, 3, 9, 16]. Considering this, one could create a sentence-
or a token-based combination system. A sentence-based solution would select the proper
tagger for each sentence, while a token-based one does the same for each token. The former
is a feasible method of combining MT (machine translation) systems, but for taggers, we
opted for token-based combination.
4.1 Related Works
Creating and applying part-of-speech taggers has a long history starting from rule-based
systems to applying machine learning methods. One of the first attempts of combining such
methods was done by Brill and Wu [4]. They propose an instance based learning system
for tagging a token that employs contextual clues such as the surrounding words and their
suggested tags. Hajič et al. use a series of tagger with a rule-based approach [8] to combine
disambiguators in order to improve overall tagging accuracy. A comprehensive study was
presented by Halteren et al. [10] in which a detailed overview about previous combination
attempts is given mainly using machine learning techniques. They also present several
combination methods and systematically compare and evaluate them. For the optimal usage
of the training corpus cross-validation is used to train the second-level classifier. All of these
works conclude that the “combination of several different learning systems enables to raise
the performance ceiling”.
4.2 Voting
As a baseline system, we implemented a standard token–based unweighted voting scheme. As
we saw in section 4, the errors of the three best-performing systems differ significantly, but
the error distributions of the two methods in OpenNLP seem to be correlated. That is why
we only took the three of the best performing systems for this stacking, namely: PurePos,
HuLaPos and PE. The tags are calculated as follows:
1. tag the sentence with all systems,
2. for each token choose the tag that has the most votes ,
3. if there is no such, take the one proposed by PurePos.
Applying this scheme to the development set, it (Comb3) increases the overall accuracy to
98.18%, that is a 15.35% error reduction rate. Applying the same simple voting scheme to
all of the four available taggers (Comb4) results in inferior performance compared to Comb3.
The reason for this is that typical errors of the ME and PE systems co-occur and, and they
can together win the vote with a wrong suggestion.
Compared to PurePos, this growth is significant (see table 3), but this combination yields
just 24.26% of the hypothetical maximum error reduction rate.
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In our further combination experiments, we took into account the possibilities of stacking
only the two best performing systems. As previously, we used the token based combination
approach. A commonly used method in the area of stacking is to use a metalearner that is
built upon various algorithms that solve the same task using significantly different methods.
It learns which classifier to trust in various contexts, thus discovers the best way to combine
their output. The models learnt by the actual systems applied on the task to be solved are
usually called level-0 models, while the one that is learnt by the combiner is called level-1
model. This examination implies the following questions:
1. Using a fixed size corpus, what is the best way to use all the knowledge in the data?
2. What sort of combining algorithms perform the best?
3. Given a combiner, what is the most informative feature combination?
In data mining tasks, it is usual to use level-0 attributes for the level-1 classifier [17], but
in our case that is hard to apply, since each tagger we use has a different kind of feature
sets. We applied features that are commonly used in taggers, and added some more, that
are specific for our task:
the word to be tagged and words that precede or follow it
guessed tags from PurePos and HuLaPos for the actual word, the previous word, the next
word, the second previous word, the second word on the right,
at most ten long suffixes of the word
whether the word contains a hyphen,
whether the word contains a dot,
whether the word starts with an uppercase letter.
In the case of nominal attributes2, an additional <none> value is needed to which nominal
attributes of words never seen in the level-1 training data are mapped. We use the same
solution for the output tag feature, because in the case of an agglutinating language like
Hungarian, all elements of the morphological tag set (over 1000 different tags in our case)
cannot be expected to be present in the training corpus. While the predicted level-1 class
label generally could in theory be either the correct tag or the name of the preferred system,
we chose the latter approach, since, due to the huge number of possible PoS tags, the training
data for a system using the former approach would be extremely sparse.
David Wolpert, the inventor of stacking, proposed to use a “relatively global, smooth”
level-1 learner, thus we investigated the following classifiers, which in addition to being
simple, were shown to be able to handle nominal attributes: Naïve Bayes [5] , IB1 and IBk [1].
Since our features are clearly not independent, Naïve Bayes is not expected to perform very
well, thus we used it as another baseline. The instance based methods fit to our model rather
2 In data mining terminology nominal attributes are ones, that have fixed set of possible values.
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well since, in the case of nominal attributes (and that is indeed what we have), the distance
function is the square root of the number of attributes that are the same, thus providing a
simple but efficient classification rule3.
Training with Cross-Validation
For the best utilization of the corpus, we applied training with cross-validation. We split
the training set into 5 equal sized parts and trained level-0 taggers (PurePos, HuLaPos) five
times using 4/5 of the corpus, and the rest was annotated by both taggers in each round.
The union of these annotated parts was used for training the level-1 classifier. Thus the full
training data was available for level-1 training, yet separating the two phases of the training
process. In addition, this workflow made it possible that level-0 taggers also be trained on
the full training data in the end.





Evaluating the combination methods on the development set (table 4), we can state that
the best results were obtained unsing instance based learning (IB), more specifically the
algorithm called IBk in the WEKA framework4 [7], with the k parameter set to 1. The
aggregation of the two best performing classifiers results in a significantly better accuracy
than the simple voting scheme of 3 or 4 systems, with the IB learning algorithms beating all
the others as expected.
5 Evaluation
Table 5 Evaluating the tagger combinations on the test set.
Name Precision
PurePos 97.89%
Morphologically augmented PurePos 98.57%
Simple voting of 3 98.19%
Combination with Naïve Bayes 98.28%
Combination with IB1 98.36%
Combination with IBk, k=1 98.39%
Maximal knowledge of Purepos and HuLaPos 98.86%
Choosing the best performing IBk combination, we compared (5. table) its performance on
the held out test set with that of the baseline systems and the hypothetical best combination.
While the simple voting scheme yielded only 30.93% and Naïve Bayes 40.21%, IBk reached
3 Other machine learning algorithms – such as C4.5 – were also considered to be involved, but unfortunately
they were not able to handle the large amount of data and the huge number of discrete features that
were provided during the experiments.
4 Weka is a collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining tasks.
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51.55% of the hypothetical maximum improvement. The best performing IBk system produces
only 14.18% more errors than the morphologically augmented PurePos system, which includes
a language specific symbolic component. Our PoS combination results are in accordance
with the observations made by Halteren et al. [10] that stacking performance is significantly
better than voting. Because there is only a little overlap between the errors made by the
taggers, we could achieve a significant error rate reduction by combining only two taggers.
We are not aware of any previous work exploiting the strengths of an SMT system, thus
on of the achievements of this work is on discovering the possible supplementary usage of
HuLaPos in such a task. Beside of this the feature set proposed by Brill [4] was also extended
to be able to perform well with agglutinative languages such as Hungarian.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a combination of two PoS taggers that is able to decrease the
error rate of the better tagger by 23.70%. One of this tools was a machine translation
system, that were discovered to greatly complement the HMM one. While the combination
uses a machine learning algorithm, we presented a way of using the whole training data
for training the level-1 and level-0 models at the same time. The performance of the
combined system approximates that of a morphologically augmented one, which heavily
relies on language dependent linguistic knowledge. The presented method could be used as a
language independent high precision PoS tagging tool. Since our results are promising we are
planning to extend the investigation of our PoS combining technique to full morphological
disambiguation5 and other languages as well.
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